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Welcome
W

elcome to Innovation in Payments and
Collections 2016 published by TMI in
association with BNP Paribas. In an
environment of market uncertainty, together with
internal pressures to reduce costs and improve key
metrics, this Guide illustrates the potential that recent
innovations in payments and collections offer to fuel
international expansion and growth in market share.
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One such opportunity is driven by the
emergence of e-Commerce business
models. In his article, Samy Touboul, Head
of the e-Commerce Team outlines some of
the ways in which BNP Paribas and our
partners are supporting the strategic and
operational objectives of companies
currently or planning to engage in
e-Commerce. Through a combination of
innovative banking solutions and expert
advisory services, we are helping corporates
to engage with customers in new ways,
secure sales, and ultimately grow their
business.
Some of the most significant industry
initiatives that could have a strong impact
on both traditional and emerging business
models relate to instant payments. As
Francis De Roeck, Head of SEPA Offering
emphasises, while most of these initiatives
are currently focused on domestic
payments, the potential also exists to
transform cross-border payments,
presaging important developments in the
way that international trade is conducted.
International expansion brings a range
of challenges, not least when dealing with
foreign currency flows. As Adrian Brown,
Head of Commercialisation –FX+ and Wim
Grosemans, Head of Product Management,
International Payments, discuss, while
treasurers can choose to manage their FX
risk separately from the underlying
commercial flows, this option is typically
only open to treasuries with the necessary
systems and resources in place, and/or for
currencies in which exposures are sizeable.
However, by integrating BNP Paribas
market-leading FX Payments solutions that
automate the conversion of foreign
currency flows, treasurers can be equipped
to support the organisation’s growth
objectives without compromising on risk or
efficiency.
Although improving efficiency and
control in the payment process is a key
objective for treasurers and finance
managers, initiatives to optimise
collections offer equivalent, if not greater
value. As Guillaume Flies, Head of
Collections discusses, this is particularly
the case when implementing collectionson-behalf-of (COBO), where one entity
collects customer payments on behalf of
group companies. In addition, customers
are increasingly taking advantage of BNP
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Consequently, BNP Paribas pioneered the concept
of Global EBICS, which allows clients to leverage
their domestic infrastructure to exchange flows,
information and accounts across our global
network.

Paribas innovative Virtual Account
solution that allows a company to maintain
one physical account, while each business
unit (or product line etc.) uses its own
unique virtual IBAN to which customers
make payments. This is instrumental in
enabling automated reconciliation and
account posting, and developing greater
intelligence on incoming flows to help
prioritise further initiatives for improving
collection metrics and optimising working
capital.
While many solutions, such as virtual
IBAN, are designed to meet regional and
global cash and treasury challenges, some
were originally intended to meet the
domestic needs in a particular country. An
example is EBICS, which Andrej Ankerst,
Head of Cash Management Germany and
Austria and Steven Lenaerts, Head of
Product Management Global Channels
explain is the market standard for bank
communication in Germany and France.
However, as treasurers have built their
processes and systems around this

protocol, and developed a high degree of
confidence, many do not want to have to
implement a separate solution to facilitate
their international flows. Consequently,
BNP Paribas pioneered the concept of
Global EBICS, which allows clients to
leverage their domestic infrastructure to
exchange flows and information and
accounts across our global network.
As treasurers and finance managers face
the often conflicting challenges of
uncertainty and opportunity, they have
never depended more on BNP Paribas. The
breadth and depth of our network allows us
to support the regional and global cash and
liquidity requirements of our global
corporates and provide in-depth insights
and solutions adapted to each country. We
do this through a combination of
innovative, secure payment and collection
solutions, and expert advisory services that
allow corporates to identify and deliver on
opportunities for cash management
transformation whilst respecting regulatory
and cultural considerations. ■

To find out more about BNP Paribas’ payments and collections, please contact
Filipe Simao, Head of Client Advisory, BNP Paribas Cash Management
filipe.simao@bnpparibas.com
Andrej Ankerst, Head of Cash Management Germany and Austria
andrej.ankerst@bnpparibas.com
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Extending the EBICS
Value Proposition
by Andrej Ankerst, Head of Cash Management,

Germany & Austria and Steven Lenaerts,

Head of Product Management Global Channels,

BNP Paribas
Andrej Ankerst

O

Steven Lenaerts

ne of the most significant industry changes that has
taken place in payments and cash management over
the past decade is the introduction of the Single Euro
Payments Area (SEPA), replacing domestic credit transfers and
direct debits with consistent payment instruments and formats
for both domestic and cross-border euro transactions across the
Eurozone. With migration now complete, treasurers are able to
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leverage the opportunity to harmonise payment and collection
processes, formats and infrastructure, both in Europe and
beyond. Treasurers in Germany in particular face a dilemma:
how do they supplement their existing domestic payments
protocol, EBICS, to facilitate efficient payments in other markets,
or is there an opportunity to leverage this protocol to support
their international business strategy ?
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A catalyst for payments
transformation
Although SEPA payment instruments are
now well-established, most companies in
Germany migrated to SEPA on an ‘as is’
basis, i.e., without changing their business
processes or organisational structures. Now
that these payment instruments and formats
are bedded down, treasurers and finance
managers are seeking to centralise,
rationalise and harmonise payment and
collection processes, bank account structures
and communication channels. Furthermore,
as ISO 20022 formats, on which SEPA formats
are based, are widely recognised as a global
standard, treasurers are able to achieve
efficient payment and information flows
beyond the Eurozone and across their
geographic footprint.
The nature of these centralisation and
optimisation projects differs across
enterprises; however, whether companies
are centralising payments through a
payments factory or SSC, building a regional
or global treasury centre, or optimising
existing processes and organisational
structures, an efficient, robust and secure
bank communication platform is essential.
The challenge for treasurers is not the lack of
choice, as there is a range of opportunities
available, from SWIFT through to banks’
web-based or host-to-host platforms.
However, in many cases, these solutions
would be additional to the payments
protocol already in use for domestic
payments and information flows in
Germany.

The value of EBICS
Most companies in Germany are already
accustomed to using EBICS (Electronic
Banking Internet Communication Standard),
the industry standard for bank
communication in Germany, for domestic
payments. In particular, treasurers are
attracted to the high levels of security that
EBICS offers, the ability to standardise
payment and information flows through a
trusted infrastructure and consistent formats,
and the close integration of EBICS into
treasury management systems (TMS) that
are widely used in Germany, such as Hanse
Orga and BELLIN. Many treasurers and
finance managers are reluctant to replace
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Benefits of Global EBICS with BNP Paribas
●
●

●
●
●

Support regional/global treasury and payments centralisation.
Extend trusted processes, controls and connectivity from domestic to
international payments and information flows across 24 countries in Europe
and 48 globally.
Rationalise the number of bank channels that are used globally.
Improve process automation through integration with TMS or ERP.
Support multiple payment formats, including local and standard SEPA
formats, and formats for local non-SEPA payments and payments outside the
Eurozone.

this protocol with an international
alternative; similarly, it is not cost- or
resource-effective to use EBICS for domestic
accounts, and implement another solution
for accounts maintained in other markets.
Consequently, many treasurers in Germany
are looking to understand how they can
extend the value of EBICS to manage
payments and information flows outside
Germany.

Local solution, global advantage
As a major cash management bank in
Germany, committed to supporting our
customers’ payments and cash management
requirements both within Germany and
internationally, BNP Paribas pioneered the
concept of ‘Global EBICS’ in response to this
demand. This solution extends the use of
EBICS across our entire network, providing
customers with the same convenience,

security and standardisation across their
cash management business globally,
wherever in the world they do business with
BNP Paribas. Furthermore, customers can
take advantage of the integration with their
TMS that they already enjoy.
The ability to leverage EBICS globally,
rather than for domestic cash management
alone, has been received enthusiastically by
customers, from mid-market companies
through to large corporations. For midmarket (Mittelstand) companies, leveraging
an existing, trusted protocol such as EBICS is
often preferable to implementing a separate
infrastructure for payments outside
Germany, while larger corporations
recognise that Global EBICS can be a viable
alternative to SWIFT.
An unexpected development has been
the level of interest amongst companies that
are headquartered outside Germany, for
instance in Denmark and Austria. As

The ability to leverage EBICS globally, rather than
for domestic cash management alone, has been
received enthusiastically by customers, from midmarket companies through to large corporations.
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German TMS providers further expand their
geographical foothold, these companies are
attracted to the degree of integration,
security and breadth of capability for
payments globally that EBICS with BNP
Paribas offers.

Extending the value
Since BNP Paribas first pioneered Global
EBICS in 2014, other banks have introduced
similar services for their clients. However,
there remain some valuable differentiators:
Firstly, the value of Global EBICS depends
on the breadth and depth of the bank’s
network. With the largest banking network in
Europe, extending across 24 countries, and a
comprehensive global footprint, BNP Paribas
offers unrivalled opportunity to clients to
extend the reach of EBICS both across
Europe and beyond.
Secondly, the bank needs to support the
global and local formats required for the
various payment instruments in each
country. For example, in Germany we
support both the CGI XML SEPA formats as
well as German local variants. Therefore,
customers can use CGI formats, Germanspecific formats or a combination,
depending on their ERP or TMS system. This
offers benefits today for companies operating
in multiple locations in the Eurozone, but
will also facilitate a smooth migration should
the local variants used in Germany be
phased out in the future. We also support
domestic instruments and the associated
formats that are not replaced by SEPA, such
as RIBA and local tax payments in Italy, as
well as payments outside the Eurozone.
Indeed, BNP Paribas clients that use Global
EBICS are now doing so across our entire
footprint.
The potential for Global EBICS extends
beyond customers located in Germany.
EBICS has also become the market standard
protocol in France since replacing ETEBAC.
Consequently, we are able to leverage our
strength as France’s flagship bank and
expertise derived from developing Global
EBICS in Germany to deliver comparable
benefits to customers in France. In addition,
the Swiss banking community has decided to
adopt the EBICS protocol, and we are
engaged in discussions to extend EBICS as a
standard payments protocol into other
countries.
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Best-in-class connectivity
Global EBICS is an important example of
BNP Paribas’ strategy to provide a deep
local offering, but leverage our global
infrastructure to expand the value
proposition of trusted solutions internationally. We have a strong commitment to
meeting the diverse connectivity needs of
our customers, so in addition to pioneering
Global EBICS, we have a leadership position
in SWIFT for corporates, and offer best-inclass connectivity through our electronic
banking channel Connexis Cash, offering
both web-based and host-to-host
connectivity. Our combination of local
depth, global reach, technology innovation
and support for multiple connectivity
channels enables customers to implement
the payments and cash management
infrastructure that best meets the needs of
their business, according to their technical,
organisational and domestic and cross-

border payment and collection needs.
As a growing number of companies, both
in Germany and beyond, seek to optimise
and centralise their payments and cash
management infrastructure and processes,
we expect to see greater adoption of
international solutions such as Global
EBICS and SWIFT. Just as importantly, the
value that treasurers and finance managers
derive from these channels is increasing.
The right connectivity channel offers not
only efficient, secure and automated
transaction processing, but also plays a vital
role in delivering sophisticated, timely and
useable information to obtain cash visibility,
manage liquidity and risk more effectively,
and drive automated processes such as
reconciliation. As treasurers navigate an
extended period of market and regulatory
uncertainty, the efficient exchange of
transaction and information with trusted
banking partners is a higher priority, and
offers greater opportunities, than ever. ■

BNP Paribas offers unrivalled opportunity to
clients to extend the reach of EBICS both across
Europe and beyond.
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An Integrated Approach
to International
Payments
by Adrian Brown, Head of Commercialisation -

FX+, BNP Paribas Global Markets and

Wim Grosemans, Head of Product

Management, International Payments,

BNP Paribas Cash Management
Adrian Brown

D

Wim Grosemans

igital innovations over the past five years have
changed dramatically not only the way we work,
communicate and socialise, but also our expectations
of how data can be used to transform processes, intelligence and
services. If we buy a product or service online, for example, we
can place an order, make and authorise a payment, receive
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notification of the order status, and track delivery from dispatch
to arrival. Each of these points reflects a different step in the
physical and financial supply chain, which in a large company
would be managed by a distinct business function and set of
systems. From a customer perspective, however, these steps are
all part of one transaction.
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Providing information at each stage in the
transaction process has become essential to
enhance the customer experience and build
confidence and trust. Increasingly, treasury
and finance professionals are expecting a
comparable degree of integration,
transparency and transformation in their
banking transactions, whether they are buying
or selling domestically or cross-border.

The next step in payment
efficiency
The quest for payment and collection
efficiency is nothing new. Many companies
have already achieved a high degree of
visibility, control and efficiency in their
payments and collection processes. Not
only is the use of electronic payment
instruments and processes now prevalent,
but treasurers and finance managers are
successfully introducing automatic
reconciliation and account posting,
centralised flows through
payments/collection factories, and efficient
techniques such as payments-on-behalf-of
(POBO) and collections-on-behalf-of
(COBO). These solutions are allowing
companies of all sizes and located in all
jurisdictions to streamline and automate
their payments and collections regionally
or globally, and reduce the number of
accounts that they operate.
For many companies operating
internationally, however, the final missing
element of the transaction process is the
foreign exchange (FX) component.
Depending on the industry and business
model, most companies will need to pay
and/or receive cash in multiple currencies.
As a result, they need to maintain accounts
in different currencies, and are subject to
FX risk. Treasurers can choose to manage
FX risk separately in the FX market, but this
option is typically only open to treasuries
with the necessary systems and resources
in place, and/or for currencies in which
exposures are sizeable. In some cases,
currency specific regulations will make it
more difficult to hold centralised current
accounts. For smaller currency exposures,
and for smaller treasury functions, it is not
cost- or risk-effective to manage these
exposures separately. As a result, treasurers
are seeking integrated solutions that extend
the payment and collection efficiencies
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they achieve for domestic transactions to
cross-border and cross-currency
transactions while managing FX risk.

Combining market leading
capabilities
For BNP Paribas, as a market leader in both
wholesale FX and transaction banking,
combining these two capabilities was an
obvious step by integrating our Global
Markets transactional FX solution, FX+, into
our payment and cash management
solutions. We can therefore support clients’
international cross-currency payment and
collection requirements by converting foreign
currency flows automatically. Our crosscurrency payment solution is already available
to clients in 12 countries in Asia, 6 commercial
centres in the Middle East and 14 countries in
Europe, covering 132 currencies, with the rest
of Europe and North America to follow during
the course of the next two years.
By integrating the FX risk management into
an outgoing or incoming payment, crosscurrency payments reduce the administrative
burden and cost of maintaining multiple
foreign currency accounts and reduce the FX
risks to which the company would otherwise
be subject. Clients benefit from transparent,
auditable, automated end-to-end transaction
processing, from execution through to FX
conversion and reconciliation.

Cross-currency payments in
practice
We are seeing considerable demand for
BNPP’s cross-currency payments solutions
from our clients. These have ranged from
large multinational companies (MNCs)
building regional or global payment
factories, which may include POBO, through
to small and medium-sized companies.
When we first launched the BNPP crosscurrency payments solution, we expected
that the largest MNCs would have less need

for integrated cross-currency payment and
collection solutions than small or mid-sized
companies or those lacking a sophisticated
treasury function. We have found, however,
that, as treasurers of MNCs are expert in
quantifying risk, the cost of managing this inhouse, and the value of integration and
automation, they have shown considerable
interest in the benefits of cross-currency
payments. These clients have spanned
sectors as diverse as shipping,
manufacturing, travel and retail.
The use of BNP Paribas cross-currency
payments solution for collections has been
slightly different. While the solution is
equally applicable to collections, companies
that have significant numbers of both
payments and collections in a particular
currency are likely to prefer a dedicated
currency account to manage that currency.
Cross-currency collections are ideally suited
to companies that receive payments in a
particular currency but have no offsetting
liabilities in that currency, receive a small
number or value of payments in a particular
currency, or receive payments at
unpredictable intervals or unexpectedly.

Convenience, flexibility and
transparency
In developing our cross-currency payments
solution, we have been guided by three
principles: Convenience, Flexibility and
Transparency. We continue to develop our
cross-currency payments solution using
these guiding principles, with a current focus
on collections including rerouting and virtual
IBANs.
Cross-currency payments are just one
example of how we work proactively with
clients to explore and optimise end-to-end
processes and add value. In doing so, our
aim is to optimise our clients’ experience of
international payments and collections, and
facilitate the international business models
of today and the future. ■

Have you seen BNP Paribas’ Currency Guide, providing comprehensive regulatory and
technical information on 132 currencies globally:
https://cashmanagement.bnpparibas.com/cg
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Innovation, Inspiration
and Implementation
of Instant Payments
O

ne of the most important payment innovations
that we are likely to see over the next two or
three years is the birth of instant payments in
Europe. Although similar payment schemes already exist
in individual countries such as UK (Faster Payments) and
Singapore (Fast and Secure Transfers – FAST), Denmark
(express transfers) and Australia (in development), the
introduction of instant payments across the Eurozone will
revolutionise payments across 338.3 million people and
19 countries. BNP Paribas is leading innovation and
driving momentum in instant payments, recognising that
instant payments represent a once-in-a-decade
opportunity to improve customer satisfaction, reduce cost
and fraud, and revolutionise both established and
emerging sales models.
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by Francis De Roeck,

Head of SEPA Offering,

BNP Paribas Cash

Management
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Defining instant payments

Phase One. Investment and cocreation
First is the technology stage. This is the design
and delivery of instant payment solutions, in
combination with pilot clients. While some
PSPs already offer solutions that enable instant
payments, banks do not, so the technology
stage will require substantial investment in
supplementing and re-designing products.
This is an essential development for the
banking industry that has a strategic
commitment to remaining clients’ trusted
partner for payment services, and both
consumers and institutions can expect to see
new solutions relatively quickly. In the
Eurozone, for example, with the European
Payments Council due to deliver the scheme
for instant payments in November 2016, we
can expect the first Euro-based pilot clients to
be live on new instant payment solutions in the
latter part of 2017.
Having modelled a variety of use cases
(figure 2), we have identified three key areas in
which instant payments can bring value:
Universal access
While cards will continue to be a very useful
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Figure 1. Development and adoption of instant payments

Adoption

When we refer to ‘instant payments’, we are
discussing payments that can be made 24/7,
with immediate transfer of value, credit to the
payee’s account and ability to re-use funds.
The two parties to a transaction are informed
straight away that a transaction has, or has not
been successful, enabling the goods and
services to be transferred, and credit limits
freed up. Real-time, 24/7 payments are no
longer an aspiration but an expectation for
both consumer and wholesale payments, and
there is considerable motivation amongst
payment providers (both banks and non-bank
payment service providers or PSPs), users and
regulators to deliver on this expectation. The
question, however, is how we get there, given
the scale of undertaking and disruption to
existing payment and collection processes.
Therefore it might be interesting to see how the
uptake took place (or is still taking place) in the
instant payment schemes already in place.
Like every major industry undertaking, the
development of instant payments is likely to
take place through a number of distinct phases
(figure 1).

Use case:
New offering
filling bank gaps

Use cases:
“Clicks”
Opens opportunities
to deliver value to
e-merchants

No revenues
2017

TBD

The technology step
Deployment of IP solution on
Primary Use Cases

Use cases:
“Bricks”

Partial transfer
from cards to IPs
2022

The adoption period
Intermediate adoption period
(initiation of Secondary Use Cases)

payment method, as this article discusses,
due to the credit element and convenience
in particular, instant payments offer value in
situations where cards cannot be used. They
will also offer an alternative to cards in
countries and amongst consumers for whom
cards are less prevalent. For example,
purchasing high value items is often not
possible due to restrictions on credit limits
and transaction sizes. A second problem is
that while card payments are feasible
between consumers and businesses that
accept cards, they cannot be used to make
payments between individuals or small
businesses who cannot, or for whom it is not
cost-effective to accept cards. In these
situations, instant payments will play a
valuable role, with the benefit that they are
accessible to consumers and businesses.
Immediacy of payment
Today, the advantage of paying by cash or
card is that they offer immediacy of payment
and/or payment guarantee, so a buyer can
leave a store with the item they have
purchased. This is not currently the case
with electronic transfers and as a result, they
are not suitable for many types of
transactions that require payment on
delivery. This problem applies at a corporate
as well as a consumer level, which is one of
the factors that leads companies to use
letters of credit and other trade finance
instruments.

2026

The volume step
Mass adoption of
Secondary Use Cases

Irrevocability
According to our research, payment finality is
the most important feature that instant
payments can offer, and which can make
them more attractive than cards for many
retailers. This is not currently a solution
provided by banks, but when combined with
immediacy of payments, instant payment
solutions will prove a powerful offering to
support both B2B and B2C payment-ondelivery sales models.

As a result,
defining detailed
use cases with
user communities,
for both domestic
and cross-border
payments, is an
essential activity
in which BNP
Paribas is
engaged.
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Figure 2. Instant payment use cases
Primary
• High value operations
• Beneficiary not equipped (replace cash)
• P2P single transfer (commercial or non commercial)

Secondary
• POS/Cards (credit &
debit) replacement

BEYOND CARDS

Primary
• Complex/Negotiated payments requiring flexibility (e.g. M&A)
• Debtor position regularisation
• Fine immediate perception & public services payment
• Corporates treasury optimisation
• Gaming - gains payment
• Bills urgent payment (error or delay)

Primary
• Charity payments
• Risky sales - less fraud for
(e-)merchants (EMV considered
non user friendly)
Secondary
• Risky sales - less fraud for
physical merchants

Secondary
• Non urgent bills payment

TIME CRITICAL

IRREVOCABILITY

Primary
• Payment on delivery (small or large amounts) - increased guarantee
for beneficiary and instant delivery certainty for paymnt issuer

Phase Two. A complement to
e-commerce
Once new instant payment solutions have
been developed and piloted with co-creation
clients, there are certain industry segments
that are likely to be early adopters, such as eretailers. These companies are most likely to
add instant payments alongside cards, PayPal
etc., as a complementary payment method,
rather than replacing these methods.
However, given the rate of growth in eCommerce that we are witnessing, which will
inevitably result in higher rates of use of both
instant payments and cards, we expect the rate
of growth in instant payments to increase
beyond that of other e-Commerce payment
methods. This early adoption period will be
crucial for banks by commercialising solutions
that have been co-created and piloted with key
customers, and refining the business case for
different industries and business models.

Phase Three. From ‘clicks’ to
‘bricks’
The trigger for mainstream, rather than early
or niche adoption, is likely to be the use of
instant payments by ‘bricks and mortar’ as well
as e-Commerce businesses. This represents
the most significant step in adoption, as these
businesses will need to restructure their
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technology and sales processes, including both
point of sale and back-end systems, to accept
instant payments. As with e-retailers, instant
payments are unlikely to replace existing
payment methods in most cases, but just as
many companies now discourage the use of
cash and manual payment instruments such
as cheques, the convenience, immediacy and
low cost of payments is likely to prove
attractive. While cards offer a similar level of
convenience, the relatively high levels of cost,
including production costs, interchange fees,
high costs associated with fraud and payment
terminal fees, are likely to encourage the use of
instant payments as an alternative; however,
the credit component and worldwide
acceptance, including for cross-border
payments, will ensure that cards continue to
co-exist with instant payments.

Innovation and investment
Given the strong push from the ERPB (Euro
Retail Payments Board, which replaces the
SEPA Council), instant payments will become
a reality very quickly. Leading banks, such as
BNP Paribas, are working actively with the
European Payments Council to develop an
SCTInst scheme (a standardised instant
payments scheme for SEPA credit transfers)
which will therefore create opportunities on a
pan-European basis. At the same time, banks

and other key stakeholders are co-operating
closely in individual markets, and most
clearing systems have announced that they are
developing an instant payments proposition.
What is critical is that these solutions start from
a clear use case definition and therefore satisfy
specific needs of the user community. As a
result, defining detailed use cases with user
communities, both for domestic and crossborder payments, is an essential activity in
which BNP Paribas is engaged. In some cases,
these use cases can be used to define
proprietary solutions, and therefore do not
require wider collaboration, but more often,
there needs to be a critical mass of participants
at an interbank level to bring solutions to
market. By creating momentum in these
discussions, and translating discussion into
consensus, the development process will
accelerate. There are still a number of
questions to be answered, not least the
countries in which instant payment solutions
will next materialise and when, and the
opportunities for collaboration across
countries and clearing systems, but the
direction is clear. Furthermore, the
commitment of banks such as BNP Paribas
which are taking a pioneering and proactive
role is essential to pinpoint the specific needs
of payment users, develop the solutions that
will meet their expectations, and drive an
efficient and robust payments industry. ■
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A Pioneering Approach
to Optimising Collections
M

any treasurers have taken great strides in
optimising working capital and streamlining
financial processes, but centralising
collections, which arguably brings the greatest
advantages, has proved the most challenging. As the
timing of incoming payments, and the payment method
used by customers, are beyond a company’s control, it is
difficult to streamline collection activities or develop
economies of scale, particularly as instruments and
formats, together with local regulatory and tax issues, can
differ so widely across markets.
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by Guillaume Flies,

Head of Collections,

BNP Paribas Cash

Management
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The barriers to centralising collections are
slowly breaking down, for three key reasons:
a more harmonised payment landscape;
product innovation to address operational
challenges; and the ability of banks such as
BNP Paribas to support the set-up of
domestic, regional or global collection
factories.

Box 1. Why centralise collections?
●

●

A compelling value proposition
While there are potential challenges, the
benefits of a centralised collections model
can be compelling, and often outweigh those
of other centralisation projects (Box 1). This
is particularly the case when implementing
collections-on-behalf-of (CoBo), where one
entity collects customer payments on behalf
of other group companies. Channelling
incoming flows through a single entity and
account allows treasurers to maintain fewer
bank accounts, simplify account
administration and manage liquidity at a
group level. A CoBo approach is also a highly
effective mechanism to support structures
with one single legal entity but having
different business units.

A harmonised payment landscape
With SEPA (Single Euro Payments Area) now
bedded down, some payment and collection
instruments are now consistent across the
Eurozone (SEPA Credit Transfers [SCT] and
SEPA Direct Debits [SDD]), with no
distinction between domestic and crossborder flows. Collection accounts can also be
located in of the Eurozone country of a
company’s choice. These two factors make
centralisation of collections more straightforward, particularly if companies can
encourage customers to use only efficient
payment instruments such as SDDs. Using
SDDs, whether for consumer or business
customers, increases the predictability of
incoming flows, which has positive working
capital implications.

Solution innovation: Virtual
Accounts
The sophistication of solutions to support
collections centralisation and CoBo is
increasing. In particular, BNP Paribas has
invested significantly in tools that make it
easy and convenient for customers to pay,
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●

●

●

●

Reduce credit risk. Consistent credit controls lead to better visibility and
control over credit risk, and enable more sophisticated credit metrics and
analytics.
Minimise bad debts. Collection actions can be undertaken more promptly to
recover bad debts via greater management control and visibility over key KPIs.
Improve customer relationships. Reconciling collections and releasing
customer credit limits promptly enables sales teams to do more business with
customers that have the best payment performance.
Streamline technology. A single technology hub for credit, collections and
bank connectivity supports improved efficiency and control, comprehensive
analytics and reporting, and automated reconciliation.
Simplify cash management. Use of CoBo reduces bank account, transaction
and connectivity costs, and allows treasurers to rationalise bank relationships
and centralise liquidity.
Enhance working capital. By increasing the predictability of incoming flows,
treasurers can control working capital levels more precisely.

and for treasurers and finance managers to
identify, reconcile and post incoming
payments automatically. In addition to
providing a comprehensive CoBo offering,
BNP Paribas has developed a comprehensive
Virtual Accounts proposition that is now
firmly established as part of clients’
collection and reconciliation processes.
‘Virtual Accounts’ has become a widely
used term and can refer to different product
offerings, but BNP Paribas Virtual Accounts
solution is based on the concept of a virtual
IBAN (Box 2). The company maintains one
physical account often held by the collecting
entity (which acts as a service provider to

participating group entities), and each entity
is provided with a unique Virtual IBAN to
which customers make payments. The
operational challenge of receiving all
incoming flows from several legal entities is
related to the re-allocation of funds to the
correct final beneficiary of funds
(intercompany accounting). In reality, each
of these Virtual IBANs is linked to a single
physical account, which is located in the
same country. When reconciling this
account, the Virtual IBAN allows the treasury
centre or the shared service centre (SSC) to
identify the legal entity to which flows relate,
and also use the IBAN to automatically

A CoBo approach is also a highly effective
mechanism to support structures with one single
legal entity but having different business units.
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reconcile and post these items to customer
accounts.
Virtual IBANs also offer significant value
for companies that have a single entity. For
example, individual IBANs could be used to
identify business or product lines, country,
customer segment etc., simplifying account
posting and data analysis.
BNP Paribas Virtual Accounts solution are
now live in nine European countries:
Bulgaria; Germany; Hungary; Luxembourg;
Spain; Switzerland; Poland, UK and Turkey.
Four further countries will follow during the
course of the 2016, namely: Belgium; France;
Netherlands and Portugal.

Advisory services in practice
While market harmonisation and innovative
Virtual Accounts solution are vital steps in
enabling treasurers and finance managers to
centralise and transform collections, they do
not address what is probably the greatest
challenge to centralising collections and
implementing CoBo, namely the diversity of
regulatory, legal and tax conditions across
markets. Today, however, BNP Paribas
advisory services create an unprecedented
opportunity to approach collections
transformation projects with confidence and
a comprehensive awareness of a realistic and
achievable project scope. Some of the areas
in which BNP Paribas offers particular value
include:
Research and expertise
BNP Paribas has invested heavily in
researching and documenting the tax and
legal implications of collections
centralisation and CoBo across a wide range
of markets in conjunction with a leading
consultancy firm. This intelligence is crucial
when defining the scope of a collections
transformation project, and maximising its
reach. As regulations evolve, and the range of
countries in which clients wish to extend
their centralised collections infrastructure
increases, BNP Paribas will continue to
review, refine and expand the geographic
scope of this study.
Bespoke project definition
BNP Paribas has pioneered a project
definition and implementation approach with
a series of workshops at the start of each
project to explore and resolve both internal
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challenges and potential regulatory, legal and
tax issues in each country and currency that
are within project scope. The result of this
workshop process is a detailed blueprint
specific to a client’s project, to ensure that the
project expectations, scope and deliverables
are realistic and achievable, avoid unwelcome
surprises, and ultimately maximise success.

Solutions in practice
These three factors: market harmonisation,
product innovation and BNP Paribas
expertise now mean that CoBo, in
conjunction with Virtual IBANs, has moved
from vision to reality. BNP Paribas is working
with European, North American and
Japanese corporations across a variety of
industries to centralise collections on a CoBo
basis with Virtual Accounts to reduce costs,

improve working capital and support
international growth. Initially, most of these
projects start with a single country or region,
such as Europe, but with a view to expanding
in future phases, reflecting the company’s
international growth trajectory.
However, this is not the end of the journey
in the evolution of Virtual Accounts. BNP
Paribas is firmly established as a solution
innovator, committed to working with clients
to understand, anticipate and address
changing cash management needs. As BNP
Paribas continues to expand its value
proposition in collections optimisation,
clients can adopt transformational solutions
such as CoBo, Virtual Accounts progressively
and seamlessly as their strategic agenda
evolves, with expert advisory services to offer
confidence and transparency locally,
regionally and globally. ■

Box 2. Essential facts: BNP Paribas Virtual IBAN
●

●
●

●

●

Virtual IBAN can be used to identify the business unit/ business line etc. and
therefore automate reconciliation and account posting.
Available in nine countries to date, and a further four to follow in 2016.
Virtual IBANs, which can be allocated to individuals, business units, business
lines etc. are linked to a single physical account in local or a central location of
the company’s choice.
Virtual IBAN is provided to customers, who make payments in the usual way
using domestic payment methods in the relevant format, irrespective of the
location of the physical account.
Incoming flows are centralised into the physical account, providing treasury with
access to liquidity at a regional/ global level without the need for cash pooling.
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A Partner in
e-Commerce Success
T

he growth of e-Commerce is one of the most
exciting developments we have seen in both
business-to-consumer, and increasingly
business-to-business models in recent years. In 2014, the
most recent year for which data is available, e-Commerce
in Europe grew by more than 14%, despite European GDP
increasing by only 1.6% (source: e-Commerce Europe).
While the UK, Germany and France are ranked as the
strongest e-Commerce markets, markets in Central &
Eastern Europe are also experiencing rapid growth. Given
the rise of e-Commerce in an otherwise sluggish economic
environment, there is significant competitive pressure on
companies to exploit new customer engagement and sales
opportunities, which demands innovative banking
solutions and expert advisory services.
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A new commercial model
e-Commerce represents far more than
simply a shift from traditional sales to
online sales. Instead, at BNP Paribas, we
are witnessing, and in many cases driving,
entirely new business models that are
overturning traditional supply chains and
distribution models. Our dedicated eCommerce team works with both ‘pure’ eCommerce players (i.e., those whose sales
model is entirely online, such as online
marketplaces, e-retailers and online
gaming companies) but also businesses
that combine both traditional and eCommerce sales models (consumer goods,
insurance, utilities, retailers, energy
companies etc.) In addition, changing
business models are giving rise to a growing
number of e-marketplaces, that welcome
all merchants across the relevant product
ranges, and facilitate customer orders and
payments on their behalf. In some cases,
these marketplaces also offer additional
services such as logistics to offer merchants
and customers a ‘full service’ experience.
e-Commerce players include not only
those who are engaging with consumers,
whether directly or via an e-marketplace,
but also the companies that support their
activities. For example, a generation of new
payment service providers (PSPs) is
emerging to meet the demands of eCommerce players, which aim to offer a
high quality payment experience to both
buyers and sellers.

Enhancing sales performance
As new and potentially disruptive sales
models emerge, companies are relying on
new services from their partner banks. BNP
Paribas has established a market-leading
position in supporting and promoting
effective, secure e-Commerce and mcommerce models that deliver a high
quality customer experience, a strong
conversion rate from browser to buyer, and
ultimately growth and competitive
advantage. In addition, we are the partner
of choice for PSPs to provide the
transaction services that underpin their
solution offerings.
One of the key reasons why e-Commerce
players of all types, including e-retailers,
traditional industries, marketplaces and
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PSPs choose to work with BNP Paribas is
our commitment to helping them to
measure and improve sales performance.
This includes both sophisticated solutions,
and advisory services to maximise success.
For example, a key metric is the number of
browsers who ultimately make a successful
purchase. This involves monitoring both
the number of users who make a purchase
(which companies themselves can usually
monitor accurately), and also the number
of payment failures and rejections that
interrupt or terminate intended purchases.
We work in partnership with customers to
monitor these key metrics, find ways to
refine the customer experience, identify
points of weakness in the transaction
process and inform decisions on the
payment methods that result in the highest
rate of conversion and lowest number of
declines.

Maximising acceptance
An effective e-Commerce model relies on
convenience for customers, but equally, the
payment process needs to be robust and
secure. We have partnered with Ingenico
ePayments, which is connected to our
domestic and European acquiring platforms,
and virtually all of our acquiring partners to
maximise convenience and confidence for
customers. We also have a partnership with
leading provider Worldline to integrate their
Mercanet solution on a white-labelled basis
solution to combine acceptance and
acquiring through a single point. BNP
Paribas is already one of the top 10 acquirers
in Europe and we continue to increase our
market share and depth and breadth of

offering across the region. In 2015, we
processed more than two billion transactions
with a value of €60bn, of which 250 million
(€15bn) were e-Commerce transactions,
representing 28% of e-Commerce market
transactions, and a 20% increase on 2014. In
addition to our strong domestic offerings, we
were also the first bank in France to offer a
cross-border acquiring platform to support
clients’ international growth objectives.

Minimising fraud
While e-Commerce players actively
monitor and seek to maximise conversion
rates, they also need to measure and
minimise the number of actual or
attempted fraudulent transactions. Fraud
prevention is an area in which BNP Paribas
has a leadership position. As companies
expand their sales models internationally,
they particularly appreciate our ability to
help them achieve consistent business
practices whilst supporting local payment
cultures and instruments and providing
comprehensive fraud prevention. We do
this in a variety of ways across our network,
including offering advice and solutions
such as 3DSecure (a solution that prompts
buyers to authenticate transactions with a
security code sent to their mobile phone).
While some sellers are concerned that
introducing security tools will interrupt the
user experience and therefore reduce the
conversion rate, we help companies to
achieve a balance between maximising
conversion and minimising fraud,
integrating fraud prevention solutions as
seamlessly as possible into the buying
process.

In addition to our international network and the
quality and depth of BNP Paribas solutions,
e-Commerce players are particularly attracted to
our advisory solutions.
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In order to decrease fraud exposure, we
propose the Ethoca network to our
merchants, a unique database of cardholderreported fraud. The Alerts by Ethoca service
notifies merchants as soon as a fraudulent
transaction has been confirmed by a
cardholder, allowing them to halt delivery of
goods, limit losses related to fraud, and avoid
chargebacks.

Bespoke needs and solutions
Although ‘e-Commerce’ is a convenient
banner, it does not reflect the diversity of
needs and priorities for different players,
and therefore the solutions that they
require. At BNP Paribas, we have designed
a suite of solutions, partnerships and
advisory services to meet the specific needs
of each type of e-Commerce players. emarketplaces, for example, a phenomenon
that is growing rapidly in France and other
parts of Europe, have distinctive
requirements, such as:
●

●

●

A partner in best practices
In addition to our international network and
the quality and depth of BNP Paribas
solutions, e-Commerce players are
particularly attracted to our advisory
solutions. Many of these companies are
growing very rapidly, both in their home
markets and overseas, so they value BNP
Paribas knowledge of industry best practices
and practical approach to implementing
solutions that will allow them to meet their
current and future strategies. In addition to
e-retailers, a growing number of industries,
such as insurance, utilities, energy,
government and public sector bodies
amongst many others are embracing eCommerce models, both domestically and
internationally, so they welcome the

combination of depth of international
offering, expertise and solutions that we offer
to allow them to develop the innovative
business models that will result in
competitive advantage and growth.
BNP Paribas dedicated e-Commerce
function is pivotal to our strategy to retain
and strengthen our position as Europe’s
leading e-Commerce bank. We continue to
create innovative solutions, provide expert
advisory services, share practical
experience and partner with leading
industry players to support clients in their
objectives to increase conversion, fight
fraud and expand internationally. We are
continuously expanding and enhancing our
service delivery, both in the depth and
reach of our offerings, including new
currencies such as PLN and Nordic
currencies as part of this endeavour, to
meet our clients’ local, regional and global
e-Commerce objectives. ■

Comply with the European Payment
Services Directive as they are processing
payments on behalf of merchants. As a
result, they either need a payment
institution licence of their own, or operate
under another organisation’s licence.
Obligations as a payments institution
including compliance with PSPs’ know
your customer (KYC), anti-money
laundering (AML), and anti-terrorism
regulations, which can result in
significant cost and complexity.
Hold customer payments separately from
the e-marketplace’s own cash (as
opposed to co-mingling), requiring
specific account structures to be
established.
Connect into payment acquiring facilities.

For selected merchants, BNP Paribas offers
solutions that address each of these
requirements. We enable e-marketplace
customers to operate as agents of BNP
Paribas, so they do not require their own
licence. As a result, we conduct KYC, AML
and anti-terrorism checks on their behalf,
reducing the cost and complexity of
regulatory compliance significantly. We
offer sophisticated cash management
solutions to enable e-marketplaces to
define appropriate account structures, and
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provide sophisticated payment solutions
and card acquiring facilities.

We enable e-marketplace customers to operate as
agents of BNP Paribas, so they do not require their
own licence.
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